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Warning This documentation is for an old version of IPython. You can find docs for newer versions here. Newly added in version 1.0 of IPython is the nbconvert tool, which allows you to convert an .ipynb notebook document file into different static formats. Currently, nbconvert is provided as a command-line tool, running
as a script using IPython. Export capacity is planned directly from the IPython Notebook web application. The command line syntax to run the nbconvert script is: $ ipython nbconvert --to FORMAT notebook.ipynb This will convert the Ipython notebook.ipynb document file into the output format given by the FORMAT
string. The default output format is html, for which the --to argument can be omitted: $ippython nbconvert notebook.ipynb IPython provides some templates for some output formats, and these can be specified by an additional argument --template. The currently supported export formats are: --to html --template full



(default) A full static HTML rendering of the notebook. This looks very similar to the interactive view. --Basic HTML template simplified, useful for embedding in web pages, blogs, etc. This excludes HTML headers. - latex export. This generates NOTEBOOK_NAME.tex, ready for export. --article template (default) Latex
article, derived from sphinx's howto template. --Latex report template, providing a table of contents and chapters. --the very basic latex output base template - mainly meant as a starting point for custom templates. --to pdf Generates a latex PDF. Supports the same templates as --latex. --to slides This generates an HTML
Reveal.js slide show. It must be served by an HTTP server. The easiest way to do this is to add --post serve on the command line. Post-processor Service Reveal.js proxies require a CDN if no local Reveal.js library is present. To make slides that do not require an Internet connection, place the Reveal.js library in the
same directory where your_talk.slides.html is located, or point to another directory using the alias --reveal-prefix. --to mark the simple mark out. Markdown cells are not affected, and code cells are indented 4 spaces. --to rst Basic reStructuturnedText output. Useful as a starting point for incorporating notebooks into
Sphinx documents. --to write Convert a notebook to an executable script. This is the easiest way to get a Python script (or other language, depending on the kernel) in a notebook. If there was magic in an IPython notebook, this can only be executable from an IPython session. --to notebook This does not convert a
notebook to a different format per se, but allows the run of nbconvert preprocessors on a notebook and/or convert to other notebook. For example: ipython nbconvert -- to notebook --execute mynotebook.ipynb will open the notebook, run it, capture a new output, and save the result to mynotebook.nbconvert.ipynb.
ipython nbconvert --to notebook --nbformat 3 mynotebook will create a copy of in mynotebook.v3.ipynb in version 3 of the notebook format. If you want to convert a notebook on the spot, you can specify the file stopped to be the same as the input file: ipython nbconvert --to notebook mynb --output mynb Be careful with
this because it will replace the input file. Note nbconvert uses pandoc to convert between different markup languages, so pandoc is an addiction when converting to latex or reStructuredText. The output file created by nbconvert will have the same base name as the notebook and will be placed in the current work
directory. Any support files (graphics, etc.) will be placed in a new directory with the same basic name as the notebook, suffix with _files: $ipython nbconvert notebook.ipynb $ls notebook.ipynb notebook.html notebook_files / For simple single file output, would be html, markdown, etc., the result can be sent to the
standard output with: $ ipython nbconvert --to markdown notebook.ipynb --stdout More notebookcan be specified from the command line: $ ipithon nbconvert notebook *.ipynb $ ipython nbconvert notebook1. ipynb notebook2.ipynb or through a list in a file configuration, says mycfg.py, containing the text: c = get_config()
c.NbConvertApp.notebooks = [notebook1.ipynb, notebook2.ipynb] and using the command: $ ipython nbconvert --config mycfg.py nbconvert now has support for LaTeX quotes. With this capability you can: Manage quotes using BibTeX. Quote those quotes in Markdown cells using HTML data attributes. Have nbconvert
generate appropriate LaTeX quotes and run BibTeX. For an example of how this works, please refer to the example of quotes in the nbconvert-examples of the repository. Watch 92 Star 1.7k Fork 462 You can't perform this action at this time. You are connected to another tab or window. Reload to refresh the session.
You have disconnected in another tab or window. Reload to refresh the session. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so we can build better products. learn more. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so we can build better
products. You can also change your cookie preferences. For more information, see our Privacy Statement. We use essential cookies to perform essential functions of the website, for example, they are used to sign in. Learn more Always active We use analytics cookies to understand how you use our websites so that we
can make them better, for example, they are used to collect information about the pages you visit and how many clicks you need to complete a task. Find out more nbconvert is not yet on replaced with nbconvert2, you can still use it if you want, otherwise we would be executed executable. It's just a warning that no
bugfix nbconvert1 anymore. The following should work: ./nbconvert.py --format=pdf yourfile.ipynb If you are on a fairly recent iPython version, do not use print view, just use the normal print dialog. Beeing graph cut in is a known issue (Chrome does not respect some css printing), and works much better with Firefox, not
all versions yet. As for nbconvert2, it is still very dev and docs need to be written. Nbviewer use nbconvert2 so it's pretty decent with HTML. List of current available profiles: $ls -l1 profiles|cut -d. -f1 base_html blogger_html full_html latex_base latex_sphinx_base latex_sphinx_howto latex_sphinx_manual markdown
python reveal rst I give you existing profiles. (You can create your own, future cf doc, ./nbconvert2.py --help-all should give you some options you can use in your profile.) then $ ./nbconvert2.py [profilename] --no-stdout --write=True &lt;yourfile.ipynb&gt; And you should write your (tex) files as long as the figures extracted
in cwd. yes, I know this isn't obvious, and it's probably going to change, therefore, no doc... The reason is that nbconvert2 will mainly be a python library where in pseudo code you can do: MyConverter = NBConverter(config = config) ipynb = read(ipynb_file) converted_files = MyConverter.convert(ipynb) for the file in
converted_files: write (file) The entry point will come later once the API is stabilized. I'll just point out that @jdfreder (github profile) is working on tex/pdf/export and is the expert to generate PDF from the ipynb file at the time of this writing. Watch 815 Star 14.4k Fork 4.1k You can't perform this action at this time. You are
connected to another tab or window. Reload to refresh the session. You have disconnected in another tab or window. Reload to refresh the session. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so we can build better products. learn more. We use optional third-party analytics
cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so we can build better products. You can also change your cookie preferences. For more information, see our Privacy Statement. We use essential cookies to perform essential functions of the website, for example, they are used to sign in. Learn more Always active We
use analytics cookies to understand how you use our websites so that we can make them better, for example, they are used to collect information about the pages you visit and how many clicks you need to complete a task. Find out more nbconvert is not yet fully replaced with nbconvert2, you can still use it if you want,
otherwise we would be removed executable. It's just a warning that no bugfix nbconvert1 anymore. The following should work: ./nbconvert.py --format=pdf yourfile.ipynb If you are on a iPython quite recent, do not use print view, use only the normal print dialog. Graphic beeing cut into chrome is a known problem (Chrome
does not respect some css printing), and works much better with Firefox, not all versions yet. As for nbconvert2, it is still very dev and docs need to be written. Nbviewer use nbconvert2 so it's pretty decent with HTML. List of current available profiles: $ls -l1 profiles|cut -d. -f1 base_html blogger_html &lt;/yourfile.ipynb&gt;
&lt;/yourfile.ipynb&gt; latex_base latex_sphinx_base latex_sphinx_howto latex_sphinx_manual markdown python reveals rst I give you existing profiles. (You can create your own, future cf doc, ./nbconvert2.py --help-all should give you some options you can use in your profile.) then $ ./nbconvert2.py [profilename] --no-
stdout --write=True &lt;yourfile.ipynb&gt; And you should write your (tex) files as long as the figures extracted in cwd. yes, I know this isn't obvious, and it's probably going to change, therefore, no doc... The reason is that nbconvert2 will mainly be a python library where in pseudo code you can do: MyConverter =
NBConverter(config = config) ipynb = read(ipynb_file) converted_files = MyConverter.convert(ipynb) for the file in converted_files: write (file) The entry point will come later once the API is stabilized. I'll just point out that @jdfreder (github profile) is working on tex/pdf/export and is the expert to generate PDF from the ipynb
file at the time of this writing. Written. &lt;/yourfile.ipynb&gt;
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